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For many years, soil drainage investigators, from a ?r&ctic.:U view point , h&ve had 
to content themselves with expert a.._;praisal of certain direct and indirect soil Cj1d 
environmental chare.cteristics in order to ascertain the ce:.use of a particular drainage 
)roblem. In a great many instances, observations of vegetative composition, topography and 
general soil type, aided by aerial photogra;;ihy and local experience, give completely 
adequate information. Normally, derivation of conclusions from such observations is based 
on well established 2rinciples, and the recognition of general broad classes of the cause of 
mal-drainage conditions. Such classes may be grouped as; (I) where infiltration CaJacity 
of a soil is inadequate to deal with the amount of water SU_::>,;Jlied to the surface, because 
of to_,:wgra)hy, abnonnal r ainfall, or through inherent inability of the soil to transmit water 
internally, (II) where the ground-water table rises to a height detrimental to vegetative 
survival and/or soil structure, or where its presence hinders the function of a free draining 
subsoil, end (III) where a similar situation exists, due to a perched or elevated ground-
water tableo 
The allocation of a 2crticular drainage ~Jroblem to one or more of these broad classes 
is not usually difficult, but identification of causal processes within classes presents 
quite another problem. Often, drain~ge investigators have been content to evolve general 
treatments for each class, anQ, as a basic ~.Ue, such procedures have, ffiore often than not, 
proved reasonably effective. However, with the increasing intensification of pastoral and 
agricultural fanning, the fundemental causes of indivi~ual mal- drainage conditions must be 
)Ositively identified and rectified within the broadly classified grou_t>s. 
In many parts of the world, significant steps have been tai..en in this direction, 
especially \i thin group (I) aboveo Here again, investigators 2ursue two different ap,Jroe.ches; 
(a) indirect analysis of physical properties of soils, rela ted, more or less, to the ability 
of the soil to transmit water, and (b) direct cn Elysis of the hydraulic transmitting power 
of soils. 'l'he first a?~roech includes critical exai:;llnation of such factors as the followin.;: 
Ty_i e of structure 
Grade (ste>bili ty) of structural aggrega tes 
Relative length of horizontel end vertical Pxes of structural aggregates 
•rexture 
Comparative ease and direction of natural breakPge 
2. 
Size and number of visible pores, cracks a.nd channels, visible under a hand lens 
Character of clay minerals 
Com_,)action 
Size and shape of sand grains 
Mottling 
Organic Material 
Soluble so.l ts 
While evaluation, on a basis of the above characteristics may be, in many instances, 
convenient .. and relatively non time-consuming, O'Neal (1949), the joint .t)ro;;>oser of the above 
list (1951), stressed that few factors individually could be considered good guides to 
intrinsic permeability. Rather, all fe.ctors should be considered singularly o.nd in relation 
to one another, and even then the correlation with intrinsic pen:neo.bility is not always 
entirely satisfactory. 
The second approach involves measuring, directly, certain fundamental physical 
properties of the soil as a means of establishing causes of low intrinsic penneability. 
Among the workers involved in direct measurements, two genere:.l a;:>proaches are again apparent. 
There are those who measure permeability rates in the field. Their methods include various 
single "auger hole" determinations, pum4Jing between two auger holes, 1Jiezometer tube 
installation, infiltrometers, watershed balance sheets, and ro.infall simulators. The other 
approach to direct measurements is to study the permeability of the profile in the laboratory, 
thus obviating the only real practical disadvantage of field detenninations ths.t of the 
inconvenience of providing equipment in situ, in the field. These two approaches are, 
however, more closely related in their objectives than most, as the prime object of the 
l aboratory techniques is to determine intrinsic penneability values tha t will be directly 
related and applicable to the field dete:rminations. The latter, per se, must be applic~ble 
to the pr&ctica1 application of drainage techniques. 
Under certain conditions, the traditional methods of drainage investigations may 
suffice, whereas under other conditions the more fundamental studies TllcY l::e required. 
However, as increasing instances of the more difficult problems are encountered, such as in 
gley podsols, some Northern podsolised.Yellow Brown Earths and m&ny recent alluvial soils, 
the emphasis on investigation must swing more from the subjective and em~irical assessments 
towc.rds the attainment of direct ex9erimental evidence based on scientific approach. It 
is therefore imperative tha t experimental techniques be evolved which enable investigators 
to ~bjectively study the hydraulic characteristics of soils in order to ascertain precisely 
the causes of individual drainage problems. 
SECTION B 
REVIEvl OF THE LI'lliRATURE 
The relevant literature is reviewed under the following headings:-
I Techniques for obtaining "undisturbed" soil se.mples. 
II The transportation, storc:.ge, and preparation of soil samples prior to 
laboratory investigations of hydraulic characteristics. 
III Supplementary laboratory equipment associated with hydraulic studies of 
"undisturbed" soil samples. 
IV The laboratory study of water flow through "saturated" soil .. 
V Soil and fluid properties responsible for variations in intrinsic permeabilityo 
VI Methods of indirect assessment of intrinsic permeability. 
